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Abstract: Bayesian belief networks (BBN) have become the representation of 
choice for building decision-making systems in domains characterized by 
uncertainty (e.g. medicine). For various reasons they are relevant for the success of 
intelligent systems in diagnostics, therapy planning and e-Learning.  

BBN-models consist of a qualitative and a quantitative part. If objective 
probability data are unavailable subjective data (dependence and independence 
judgments, subjective probabilities) have to be acquired from domain experts 
instead. This is time consuming and puts much effort on experts, especially, when 
they are novices in modelling BBNs. There is a knowledge acquisition bottleneck, 
which hampers the introduction of new and the revision of old models.  

To ease the acquisition of the qualitative data required to model a BBN we 
developed a new knowledge acquisition procedure. In this paper we present a case 
study in which we developed together with two expert cardiologists a first 
prototype BBN with n = 39 variables in a two day crash modelling workshop using 
our new greedy algorithm. The developed BBN was validated and it showed that 
only about 17% of the network structure had to be corrected due to slips in the 
judgements given by our experts. The BBN was integrated into a problem-oriented 
learning environment which confronts the students with cases from their daily 
routine. In an evaluation the students expressed mixed expectations regarding the 
role of the learning environment as a means for exam preparation. However we 
show how it successfully supports the well known concept of “Evidence-Based 
Learning” by Florian Eitel. 

 



1 Introduction 

Bayesian belief networks (BBN) are the representation of choice for building decision-
making systems in domains characterized by uncertainty [Pe86; LS88; Ne90; Pe98; 
Sh96; CGH97; CDL99; Je01; Pe01; RN03] with applications in robotics [RN03], 
machine learning [Fr98], natural language processing [Ch93; MS02], medicine [Ma97], 
marketing [NS01], and psychology [Gl01]. 

For various reasons BBNs are relevant for the success of intelligent systems in 
diagnostics, therapy planning and eLearning. They are used for the representation of 
uncertain causal knowledge [e.g. FMS96; SMF96], testing hypotheses about diseases 
and treatment [He91], being learning object per se [HJK96], and assessing or modelling 
student knowledge [GSM94; Mi95; MG96; He00; MA00; BC02; ZG03]. 

The classical procedure for the construction of BBNs under the knowledge based 
approach was published by Pearl as the boundary strata method [Pe88, Pe98, p.119]. 
Because of its cognitive demanding aspects it is unsuitable for domain experts without 
modelling experience.  

We designed a new method [MSL04] which worked very well with cardiologists even 
under severe time pressure. In the first step of the procedure experts are asked to judge 
the causal precedence in pairs of stochastic variables.  

A new greedy algorithm for the anytime determination of transitive closures controls the 
selection of pairs, guarantees that the data comprise a partial order relation (POR) and 
generates the Hasse diagram of the POR (Hasse model). In the best case the monitor 
acquires the Hasse model of the causal precedence relation in one pass. Then the savings 
in pair-comparisons are (1-2/n)*100%, the judgement complexity is O(n) and the 
computational complexity is O(n3). If the Hasse model also passes a Markov blanket 
independence test, it is without further modifications the DAG of the BBN. In the worst 
case the monitor needs the full number of n(n-1)/2 comparisons. The judgement 
complexity is O(n2) and the computational complexity stays O(n3). If the Hasse model 
does not pass the Markov blanket test, experts think that influences (or links) are 
missing. These have to be added back to the Hasse model. The modified DAG is then 
considered as the qualitative model of the BBN. Despite its flexibility the computational 
complexity of the greedy algorithm is only O(n3).  

In the first part of the paper we present a medical case study which shows how the new 
method was successfully used to develop a BBN for the disease of aortic stenosis. The 
knowledge acquisition for the complete model of the first prototype with 39 nodes (pair-
comparisons, Markov blanket tests and estimation of conditional probability tables) 
could be accomplished in a two day crash workshop. In the second part we show how 
the BBN was integrated into an e-Learning system for problem oriented diagnostics in 
aortic stenosis – we call this system Kardiobayes. The paper closes with a presentation 
of our validation results where we argue that Kardiobayes supports the concept of  
“Evidence-based Learning” [Ei99]. 



1.1 Bayesian Networks 

Bayesian networks capture independence and conditional independence where they 
exist. Among variables where dependencies exist, they encode the relevant portion of the 
full joint distribution. BBNs use a graphical representation, making it easier to 
investigate complexity and study inference algorithms. The formal definition of a BBN 
is [CGH97, p.248]: 

“A Bayesian network model, or simply a Bayesian network, is a pair (D, P), where D is a 
DAG, { }1 1( | ),..., ( | )n nP p x p xπ π=  is a set of n CPDs (conditional probability 

distribution), one for each variable, and iΠ  is the set of parents of node iX  in D. The 
set P defines the associated JPD (joint probability distribution) as 

1( ) ( | ).n
i i ip x p x π== Π  

The DAG D is a minimal directed I-map of p(x)” in the sense, that no edge can be 
deleted without destroying its I-map character.  

2 A Medical Case Study 

2.1 The Domain 

The new method was used to build a BBN model for the aortic stenosis disease. Aortic 
stenosis is the narrowing or obstruction of the heart's aortic valve, which prevents it from 
opening properly and blocking the flow of blood from the left ventricle to the aorta. It 
can either be congenital or acquired (our study). The BBN model was embedded into a 
problem based learning environment for students of cardiology.  

2.2 Construction of the Qualitative Model 

Modelling of the qualitative part of the BBN consisted of the following steps: 

1. Identification of the relevant medical concepts such as sequelas, causes, 
symptoms and examination methods: e.g. endocarditis as a cause, hypertrophy 
as a sequela and ascites as a symptom. The final model had 39 variables. 

2. Partial order judgments concerning “precedes”, “follows” or “none” (e.g.: 
hypertrophy precedes contractility, contractility precedes left-sided heart 
failure, which itself precedes cardiac arrhythmias) according a schedule 
generated by our greedy algorithm [MSL04]. 

3. Creating the Hasse diagram of the influence structure using a lattice drawing 
applet [La04]. 

4. Testing the Hasse diagram for missing direct influences using the Markov 
blanket test for each variable. 



The Hasse Diagram constructed in the steps 1 to 3 represents the minimal data compliant 
D-Map [MSL04]. In step 4 the Markov blanket test is used to infer additional direct 
influences. The Markov blanket of a variable v is the set consisting of its direct 
predecessors, direct successors and the variables sharing a direct successor with v. A 
variable in a Bayesian network can by definition only be influenced by variables in its 
Markov Blanket. By checking for influences from variables outside the Markov blanket 
violations of the Bayesian network structure and thus additional necessary direct 
influences can be detected. It showed that only about 13 % of the overall network 
structure had to be modified due to the Markov blanket test. 

For example using the Markov blanket for hypertrophy (see Figure 1a) it was identified 
that the variable cardiac arrhythmia (CA) should be influenced by hypertrophy (HPT), 
since hypertrophy could be a cause for cardiac arrhythmia. But as cardiac arrhythmia 
was outside of the Markov blanket (the shaded variables) this direct influence was not 
modelled in the network, a link between hypertrophy and cardiac arrhythmia had to be 
added (see Figure 1b). Checking for missing influences again showed that no other 
concept in the network outside the blanket influenced or was influenced by hypertrophy. 
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Figure 1 - Markov Blanket (a) for Hypertrophy and “lost” link added (b) 



2.3 Construction of the Quantitative Model 

The quantification of the existing qualitative model was done in interviews with the 
medical experts according to existing methods [GR99; RW99; MH93]. To ease the 
specification of probabilities, we used a scale on which verbal probabilistic statements 
were correlated with numerical expressions. It turned out that our expert used the scale 
only in cases where they were not quite sure about the exact probabilities. Probabilities, 
which were certain, were specified directly without any help. 

Different kinds of probabilities were specified: a-priori probabilities, probability 
matrices and restrictions. Since not every probability could be specified by the experts, 
missing probabilities were estimated using the principle of maximum entropy [MR96].  
To this end, the existing information was transferred to SPIRIT [Sp04], which computed 
a minimal assumption model with the expert probabilities as hard constraints. 

2.4 Validity of the Model 

In telephone conferences the validity of the first prototyped BBN was tested. Evidences 
were entered into the network and the resulting probability changes were observed and 
evaluated. Discrepancies between the actual values and the expected values had two 
causes: (1) either incorrectly specified probabilities or (2) an error in the network 
structure.  

(1) In the case of incorrect specified probabilities the medical expert had no knowledge 
of the exact probabilities or of the effect by combining evidence. These improper 
probabilities had to be specified anew. 

(2) In case of a faulty network structure influences between the variables were modelled 
incorrectly. In discussions with the experts three different faults could be identified. The 
network structure were 

- too specific: We solved the problem  by aggregating several variables into a 
more general variable. 

- too general: Too general influences were specialized by introducing more 
specific variables.  

- wrong at all: Wrong influences were corrected by adding or removing links 
between the variables.  

These errors could not be prevented by our new method, but the validation of the 39-
variables-BBN showed that only a few corrections had to be done: only  

- one generalization: The concepts of rheumatic endocarditis and bacterial 
endocarditis were generalized into the more general concept: endocarditis 
(Fig. 2).  
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Figure 2 – Generalization of endocarditis 
 

- one specialization: Testing the network an error in the relations between right-
sided heart failure (RHI), ascites (A), jugular venous distension (HVS) and 
peripheral edema (POE) were uncovered. A new concept between right-sided 
heart failure and ascites had to be introduced: stasis liver (L) (Fig. 3).  
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Figure 3 – Specialization of Ascites 
 

- one missing link: A missing link representing the influence between aortic 
stenosis (AS) and contractility (C) was added (Fig. 4). 



About 17% of the model had to be revised due to slips in the pair comparisons. Hence it 
seems that this new procedure is excellently suited for constructing the DAG of a BBN.  
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Figure 4 - Correction of a missing link 

3 BBN Based Diagnostics in a Problem-oriented Learning 
Environment 

The BBN was integrated into a problem-oriented learning environment, which we call 
Kardiobayes (see figure 5). The two main components of the learning environment are 
the BBN about aortic stenosis and a case-oriented task formulation.  

The task specifies a situation, which could also occur during the daily routine of the 
learner. It includes information concerning medical history, results of examinations and 
symptoms (see figure 5 part 1). So the learner is confronted with a problem, which he 
should solve using the BBN.  

The BBN, the second component, is available to the learner all the time while solving 
the task and supports the solution-finding-process (see figure 5 part 2). The learner has 
the possibility to enter the present information from the case and the problem context as 
evidence into the network. Regarding the changed probabilities of the network the 
learner is able to test various solution hypotheses and to choose the most appropriate. In 
addition the BBN can be used to freely explore the prevalent relations between the 
medical concepts. This way the learner is able to gain new insights about the modelled 
disease, in our case: aortic stenosis. 

In combination the two components allow the student greatest possible freedom while 
using the learning environment. On the one hand the student is able to freely explore the 
BBN and learn the prevalent relations. On the other hand he can be directed by the case-
oriented tasks. 



The learning environment supports two different problem-types: problems which could 
be solved 

- by multiple-choice: A set of solutions is presented to the learner, from which he 
has to select the right answer (see figure 5 part 3). E.g. the learner has to 
choose from a list of five different symptoms the one, which mostly supports 
the diagnosis of aortic stenosis the most.  

- using the Bayesian Network: The learner has to enter the right solution into the 
Bayesian Network. The solution of this kind of problem is a combination of 
different medical concepts, which are entered as evidence into the network. 
E.g. the learner has to find a combination of causes and symptoms, which 
result in an 80% likelihood for aortic stenosis. 

 

After the learner found a solution, his answer is compared to the right solution stated by 
the experts. Depending on the given solution the learner gets a message about the grade 
of his success or failure.  

The learning environment supports the training of two different knowledge types: 

- Domain-dependent knowledge. The relevant medical concepts of the 
considered disease and their relations are learned. (E.g. symptoms, causes, 
etc.) The students learns which diagnostic information discriminates most 
between alternative diseases in different medical cases (e.g. how strong does 
the symptom contractility support the diagnosis of aortic stenosis, when 
hypertrophy is already known)  

- Domain-independent knowledge. The strategic diagnostic skills of the students 
are trained. On the one hand this is done by presenting naturalistic diagnostic 
tasks which train the diagnostic skills directly, on the other hand by 
visualizing the interconnections and complex dependencies between the 
medical concepts by the BBN.  



Sie werden als Famulant mit dem diensthabenen Arzt 
zusammen in die Notaufnahme gerufen. Dort empfängt 
Sie der Notarzt, der einen 67 jährigen Patienten mit 
Kopfplatzwunde gebracht hat. Der noch etwas 
"verdatterte" Patient kann lediglich berichten, dass er seit 
Jahren Blutdrucktabletten einnehmen müsse und dass ihm 
das Treppesteigen erhebliche Probleme bereite. Er könne 
nur ca 1,5 Etagen Treppesteigen, dann bekäme er Luftnot. 
Er sei vorhin bei der Gartenarbeit, als er sein Gemüsebeet 
umgegraben hat, plötzlich bewusstlos geworden und auf 
den Steinweg gefallen.

Als erfahrener, viel-famulierender Student sind Sie nach 
orientierender Untersuchung der Ansicht, dass es sich um 
eine Aortenstenose handeln kann. Welche Untersuchung 
würden Sie direkt anschliessen, die die 
Verdachtsdiagnose bestätigt, bzw. welche 
Untersuchungsergebnisse weisen mit hoher 
Wahrscheinlichkeit auf das Vorliegen einer Aortenstenose
hin? 

Bitte wählen Sie eine Lösung aus:

Hypertrophie-Zeichen im EKG
Pulmonale Hypertonie
Erhöhter Druckgradient über der Aortenklappe im Echo
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Figure 5 - Kardiobayes 

4 Evaluation of the Learning Environment 

The learning environment was evaluated by eight students of medicine at the RWTH 
Aachen and six at the Uniklinikum Münster. To evaluate the acceptance of the learning 
environment we chose a pre-/post test-design. By this method it was possible to identify 
significant changes in the acceptance. 

The same questionnaire with questions about the acceptance and expectation concerning 
different kinds of learning media (books, teachers, Kardiobayes) were handed to the 
students before and after the training with Kardiobayes. Similar questions were asked for 
the different kinds of media. For example the students had to answer the three questions 
“A tutor/book/Kardiobayes is able to support in me preparing for my exams.” The 
students could rate this statement from 1 (I agree) to 5 (I disagree). Using statistical 
methods (t-tests) the results were examined for significant changes with regard to the 
acceptances and expectations.  



A second questionnaire was handed to the students only after the test. This questionnaire 
contained general questions about the learning environment. The students were able to 
rate the learning environment with respect to its usability, the comprehensibility of the 
task formulations and its documentation. 

The evaluation of the questionnaires showed that almost all students (92%) considered 
the uncertain knowledge represented by the BBN to be important for their profession and 
agreed on the fact that BBN represented a novel point of view. 

Although the students stated the novelty and importance of the learning environment, 
they expressed mixed expectations regarding the role of the BBN as an exam 
preparation. The number of students who felt the learning environment as unsuitable for 
exam preparation increased from 7% to 20% after training with the learning 
environment. 

From the evaluation of the questionnaires and the discussion with the students after the 
training two main reasons for the scepticism could be identified. One reason is difficulty 
to understand the complex representation of the BBN. Thus an initial training by the 
students is required to comprehend every aspect of the representation.  

Another reason is the nature of the exams in medicine, which is mainly a multiple-
choice-questionnaire to test the knowledge of the students. However Kardiobayes 
supports evidence based learning (EBL) [Ei99], which aims among others at finding an 
evidence based guide to enhance the students’ performance in medical practice. EBL 
consist of several interdependent learning-steps performed by a small group of students: 

- A group of students is confronted with a diagnostic problem. Each student finds 
an individual solution for the problem, the so called ‘individual standard’. 
This is done in Kardiobayes by presenting the task to the students and giving 
him the opportunity to specify the solution in the BBN. No feedback is given 
to the student at this time. 

- The different individual standards are brought together to form a ‘group 
standard’. Every student presents his BBN and in a moderated discussion a 
consensus is developed, the ‘group standard’. 

-  The ‘group standard’ is validated against best evidence resulting in the 
‘evidence based standard’. Using Kardiobayes this could be achieved by 
entering the ‘group standard’ into the BBN. Since our BBN represents the 
knowledge of the experts it can serve as the best evidence, expert evidence in 
this case. Kardiobayes checks if the group standard forms a sound solution, 
the ‘evidence based solution’. 

Thus Kardiobayes supports these three very important steps of the EBL in serving as a 
basis to form the individual, group and evidence based standards. 



5 Summary 

Under the supervision of two cardiologists we succeeded in developing a BBN prototype 
model with 39 nodes in a two day crash-workshop. The BBN prototype was developed 
using our new greedy algorithm. Validation of the BBN showed that only 18% of the 
network had to be corrected due to slips in the pair comparisons. We embedded the BBN 
model in a problem based learning environment, named Kardiobayes, so students have 
the opportunity to improve their diagnostic skills in an authentic goal based learning 
scenario. The students have the opportunity to freely explore the BBN or to be guided by 
our learning environment. In an evaluation the importance of the presented knowledge 
was confirmed by the students. Nevertheless the learning environment appeared to the 
students as unsuitable for their exam preparations. However have shown in the paper 
how Kardiobayes is able to support the well-known concept of “Evidence-Based 
Learning”. 
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